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48. The first postulate of special relativity ./

a. says that there is no absolute reference frame. /

b. is a reaffirmation of the Galilean principle of relati vity c. states that the laws of physics are the same in all inertial reference systems. d. applies also to the implication of Maxwell's equations that the speed of lightY'

in vacuum is constant. /

6) All of these statements are true. ."..

49. A rocket is 8 m long when measured at rest. What is its length as measured by an observer who sees

the rocket ship moving past at 99.9% of the speed of light? The relativistic adjustment factor,

y = 1/(1-v2/c11/2, for 0.999c is 22.4. L J

a. 179.2 m e...1;..JcI ~/:. ../.al. ~.= 4.J('.. .2 "/'1'

b. 37.9 m

c. 22.4 m

d. 1.7 m

(:) None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer.

50. An electron is being accelerated by a c,onstant force to nearly the speed of light. Which of the

following is rjQ.T ~rue: ...1"

a. -rtSkmetlc energy mcreases steadIly. .I"'

b. Its momentum increases at a constant rate.

c. It can approach but not exceed the spee<i of light. V"'

Its total energy continually increases.~

Its rest energy increases steadily. ~LtG='

1lf#:tlG ~ :

~,t.~

~~fl)
51. A train is traveling along a straight, horizontal track at a constant speed of 0.96. A warning light on

the ground flashes once each second. An observer in the train measures the time between flashes to be,
most nearly,

a. 0.1 s r ':. ..1- ,,:. 2.3
b .0 .9 s IfI:ij;iji= --

~: ~:~: s ~,lcJcd A-t' = y At :(.Z.3rl)
e. 1.67 s

(f) 2.3 s
'1 None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer.

52.If the speed, v, of a particle of rest mass m increases from 0.99999c to 0.9999999c, { so that v/c increases
from (I -10-5) to (I -10-1 }, by what factor does its total energy increase, most nearly ?

~a. (1+10-1 '.'.r ~.I. ~ -.-:-:-;;-:--11';-:-:-;::--""') ID-S""b. (1+10-:) ~ -~ , r -!::r ':. ~v,~ ) ': -=7.=. I~,

c. (1+10- ) rf mi=~ 16
d. 3.3

A 4.67 -bII« 1- ~&,~ =(1.. %.(,- o/c) ~ 2.(,- ".I&)
(.,!) I 0

g. None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer.

have definite ratios53. The law of definite proportions states that
of their constituent elem~ts. .,.,

ra:) compounds. ..mass L f c..J., r Iy compounds. ..volumeX; ...4IM.a ' , c. ~~xtures ...mass )(

} 1'; -ra~ ~pJ., It "'6A~
d. mlxtures ...volumt'.X' ..,q --~
e. None of the above, the law of definite proportions is about volumes, not masses. "
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54. Two gases are kept at the same temperature. If the molecules of gas A have 4 times the mass of
those of gas B, what is the ratio of the average kinetic energy of the A molecules to that of the B
molecules? /~ -<,J:a'j ) a. 4 ~ ; 1j ==> <.If~'.".' -'8 '..7

b. 2
(C') I lot'. <.KEA~,> = .t .
~ 1/2 e. 1/4 ~.

55. Which of the following is NOT assumed in our model of the ideal gas? The ga> particles
a. rebound elastically when the;y collide with the container wall. .."

b. have no internal strucJure. , c. are indestructible. y ~

d. do not interact ex'cept when they collide. ~
I";:) All of the above properties are assumed for our i~eal gas.
y None of the above statements is true of our ideal gas.

56. The pressure that a molecular gas exerts on the walls of its container increases with
a. the average magnitude of the momentum of the molecules. 'fCS
b. the speed with ~ the molecules travel to their next collision with the wall. y.eJ
c. the density of gas molecules. Ys
d. the average kinetic energy of the gas molecules. ~

te) All of the above statements are true. y.es"
y None of the above answers is correct)(

,
57. The two fixed points used to define the modem Celsius temp~~a\ute scale are those of

a. boiling water and a mixture of ice and salt.
b. the human body temperature and a mixture of ice and salt.
c. the human body temperature and freezing water.

(£> boiling water and freezing water .
e. None of the above

58. Which of the following doubles with a doubling of the Celsius temperature of an ideal gas?
a. average momentum
b. average speed 1-/1 AId .1 {11., ~ tI..IIk~
c. average kinetic energy .L ~ ..1 k::El.VJ,J ~ )d. product of pressure and volume """'. 1,-,. 7 -

(j) None of the above

59. The pressure in a container filled with gas increases when it is heated because (
a. the walls do work on the gas. A k.H ~ ..nc.. l
b. the average momentum of a gas particle increases. Nd < p > .= O ...~ ~ e.lH,.c
c. the number of gas particles increases. N8 I h8..8t ~ t ~ Al. .( p~
d. the volume of the gas decreases.1/d.

m The average momentum change in a collision with the wall increases. ~
~ None of the above.
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60. A hypothetical balloon filled with an ideal gas has a volume of 105 liters at 27°C under one
,toll atmosphere of pressure. At what temperature, most nearly, will its volume be 1 04 liters under

one a ere of ressure? ~ .# ~ + 2.7 3' ) ~ 2 ?-" -=. :1 ~ k. J
a. -27 C ,. ( 'C

<D -243 C .PfVf =- cT;. ,~ 17.. ="' "'7::-
f -~ .: Jdk

c. -203 -A,.. r IS;; -Id

d. -163 C -,,~ ~ C7f 1F -J...+.J ~G
e. -12'3 C -
f. None of the above is within 10% of the correct answer.

61. You exert a force of 3 N on the head of a thumbtack.to place it on a board. The tip of the
thumbtack has an area less than 10-2 mm!. The pressure on the board at the tip must be greater than:
(Recalll Pa = IN/m2.) ., , N

a. 3 X 102 Pa 'P = ..E > 3 N = 3 X I~ -
b. 3 X 103Pa A h=Wi'"' "" ;I.. ...loo

c. 3 X 104Pa
d. 3 X 105Pa
e. 3 X 107 Pa

(]) 3 X 108 Pa -
g. None of the above is within 10% of the minimal pressure

62. In radiative heat transfer, thermal energy is transported by
a. the movement of a fluid. "
b. the collisions of particles. ~'¥.electroma gnetic fields. y ,

-..the propagation of sound waves. " ~ ) r

e. physical vibrations of the intervening medium."k

63. Joule's experiments with hanging weights turning Raddle wheels in water ..I-,*, t.L.I --"
a. showed that heat was not a fluid. N~.. ~R~P ~ ~ .

(j) showed that 4.2 joules of work are equivalent to I calorie of heat. J- .I:... ..,~c. were used to define the calorie. v. : WA'. 'I !;a~~ A.,.d- ..,-~ <'

d. showed that heat could be converted 100% to mechanical energy.WlJ : .";DIJ&.S .l..adl6<r
e. None of the above.

64. The first law of thermodynamics .I
a. is a restatement of the law of conservation of energy. ./
b. allows that work can be completely con~rted into internal energy.
c. treats heat as another form of energy..'... ~
d. guarantees that the work extracted by a cyclic heat engine can never exceed the heat inserted.

(f) All of the above statements are true of the fIrst law.

65. Which of the following statements about a cup of water and a gallon of water at the same
temperature is correct?

a. They will transfer the same heat energy to a third object at lower temperature. A/4
b. They have the same internal energies. Al'd
c. The average molecular speed in the gallon is less than that in the cup N"'tJ
d. The average molecular speed in the cup of water is less that that in the gallon. No

(i) None of the above.
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66. Aluminum and air have almost the same specific heats. Therefore,

temperature of I liter of air 1 liter of Aluminum. (Assume 1 atm.)
~ m.uchmorethan ) !!U~ J.(.,,~ .I& Milt:1( .(.BH ,,~
~ slightly more than

c. about the same as i..e " At.
d. slightly less than
e. much less than

67. The second law of thermodynamics says I L...r C l -"i'..t
a. that the energy of an isolated system is conserved.X j .-::l~~. ,..t" ~ ~~1
b. that the entropy of the earth can never decrease.')( ;g: 1.11,.1 l.r /w J

c. that it is impossible to reach the absolute zero of temperature. 3- .L..t
d. that it is impossible to build a heat engine that does more mechanical work than the-

thermal energy it consumes. f~ l..,
e. that two objects which are both in thermal equilibrium with the same third object are

(:;"'\ also in thermal equilibrium with one another. (3 ~l..,.
\!..I None of the abovy.

68. It is impossible to run an ocean liner by taking in seawater at the bow of the ship, extracting internal
energy from the water, and dropping ice cubes off the stern because this process violates
the law of thermodynamics.

a. zeroth Il.. ~~ .1eJ
b. first ,. -~~. ?1°)JC- 4~ h4 ~~JI ~

ro se~ond , ...~~~-- -# -~ ~ d,M..-t.
~ thIrd -, ,--

-.e Fourth : ) :
f. None of the above. In fact, the U .S. navy is developing just such a propulsion process.

69. What restrictions does the first law of thermodynamics place on building a perpetual motion machine?
a. It does not place any restriction on the possibility:.- litl.1G
b. Some heat energy must be exhausted and wasted.. AlD!1'ia IJ .l,. -.J.l ,.-
c. Thermal energy cannot be completely converted to mechanical energYA "
d. The machine must have a very long cyclical period. le~~: AJ.~.
e. The losses due to friction can not exceed hc (= Planck's constant times the speed of

light) in any cycle~ V'NJ"-.r-
CD None of the above restrictions is imposed by the first law.

70. What restrictions does the second law of thermodynamics place on building a perpetual motion machine?

a. The work extracted must be less than the heat input. ~

b. Some heat energy must be exhausted and wasted "

c. Thermal energy cannot be completely converted to mechanical energy. "TRU.S-- A Its efficiency must not exceed the Carnot efficiency. 1PUI6"

~ All of the above restrictions are imposed by the second law.

f. None of the above answers is true and correct.

71. Consider a certain person's human body to be a heat engine with an efficiency of only 20%. This means
that
a. only 20% of the food he eats is digested. .J,~~~1A1Jr
b. 80% of the energy he obtains from food is d~yed. ? N 1..-

~ he should spend 80% of each day lying quietly. ~ ,.--".". ..".,.-
(;:.) only 20% of the energy he extracts from food can be used to do physical work. f!j)

e. None of the above: no quantitative thermodynamic efficiency can be assigned to a
human body.
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72. A heat engine takes in 800 J of energy at 1200 K and exhausts 600 J at 400 K. What is the
theoretical maximum (i.e.,Carnot) efficiency of this engine?

a. 25% J- kJ.- -1.. -+-11.2.tIO .=. a " 7
b. 33.3% '?(&0 = -, '/I -

c. 50%
C;j) 66.7% .

e. 75%
..-1- 1\.T~.- ~4' .1.4 nl.~.,4 ;~ ..,;.1.;~ 1 f\01- ~4' .1.4 ~~-4~. n~~..,4P~...t~; -r ,,~ l'Ull" Ul L1l" auuv" 1~ VVlL1l.1l J.U/V u. L1l" "Ull""L all~VV"l.

73. An engine exhausts 1200 J of energy for every 3600 J of energy it takes in. What is its efficiency?

a. 25 % -448
b. 33% ~ -~.~7
c. 50% a~- -

Q) 67 %

e. 75%
f. None of the above is wIthin 10% of the correct answer.

74. A heat engine takes in energy at a rate of 1600 W at 1000 K and exhausts heat at a rate of 1200 W at
400 K. What is the actual efficiency of this engine?

r;) 25%
y 40% ~ = .2..~~

c. 50% ./,40
d. 60%
e. 75%
f. None of the above is within 10% of the correct an~wer.

"' ) \~ I
75. What is the probability of rolling a total of 10 with two dice?

a. 1/36 { " .,- ~
fCiJ 3/36 I D t ~ -.,. ~

c. 5/36 , .,.. +
d. 6/36 + (
e. 10/36
f. None of the above.

76. A ringing bell is inserted into a large glass of water. The bell and the water are initially at the same
temperature and are insulated from their surroundings. Eventually the bell stops vibrating and the
comes to rest. Which of the following statements is FALSE?

a. The mechanical energy of the bell has been completely converted into internal energy
of the combined system. ~ I

0 The final temperature of the combined system is lower than the initial temperature. ~S" .
c. The entropy of the combined system has increased. -r
d. The water has been warmed in the process-r-

~4C4U.. ..eo The bell performed work on the water...'..
~.l~~~ ~~~iRi ~£~Qi i~at~miR~s ts ~-I~v~~

77
a.
b.
c.
d. Perpetual motion machines are not possible.

(I) N? ~ngine can be le~~ffi~i~ than the Carnot engine with the same maximum and
mlmmum temperatures ~;tIN.. : c...;;t "I:' ~ ~

f. Every heat engine must exhaust heat. ., g. None of the above contradicts the second law.
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78. A hot piece of metal is dropped into an insulated container of cold water. After the system has reach
its equilibrium temperature, the .r

a. entropy of the metal has decreased. /
b. entropy of the water has increased."./
c. net change in the entropy of the systeI:9-is positive. v"'

d. entropy of the system has increased.~
e. heat energy has been transferred from !}letal to water ~

(j) all <5f the above statements are true g. None of the above statements is true.

79. Which of the following sets of parameters all affect the period of a pendulum? (M = Mass,
L = Length, and g = acceleration due to gravity)

a. (M,Landg) \ i7
b. (M and L) T.:. Dr v L/ ~
c. (M and g) <I"

<1> (L and g)
e. (L only)
f. None of the above.

the81. The fundamental wavelength for standing waves on a rope fixed at both ends is
length of the rope.

a. four ~imes .,---~ >111{ .l. =-- 1. ='> .J. ~ .o2L.
G) two tImes ~ ~
c. the same as L
d. one-half " ,
e. one-fourth : )

f. None of the above

82. What is the frequency of the earth's rotation abut the sun, most nearly? ( 1Hz = 1cycle/sec)

a. 4 X 10:~Hz ..!.. L ~ a.2.x/~-.& L
b 8 x 10- Hz '1.'... 1.3IS-:V.l~Y'o~.)~ /Et"c

( ~ 7X104Hz l' ~. ~'

cl ~c. 1 x 10-5 Hz
e ~. 2X 10-6 Hz

,..:::z') ~ 3 x 10-8 Hz
~ ~ ~ None of the above is within 1 O%of the correct answer .

83 Which of the following lists correctly orders the various electromagnetic waves in the order of

increas~equency? /
~ radio waves<microwaves<infra-red light<violet light<X-rays<gamma rays

f.

84. The periodic table arranges the elements from right to left in order of increasing atomic mass
and in columns couesponding to

a. the order in which they were discovered.
~ their chemical properties.

c. their relative abundances.
d. alphabetical order .
e. None of the above.
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85. Which is a correct observation of what happened in our cathode ray tube d;monstrations?

a. The end of the glass tube oppos~ the cathode glowed. ~

b. A metal cross cast a shadow. y /

c. The particles were seen only when an accelerating voltage is applied d. The stream of particles is deflected by an magnetic field. v""

r-;) All of the above.

""(' None of the the above happened during our demonstration.

86. Thomson ' s plum pudding model of the atom was abandoned because. ..

a. of the cathode ray studies which discovered electrons.

b. of the large (compared with the H+ ion) charge to mass ratio of the electron.

c. the electron charge was shown to be quantized in integer units of the smallest

charge-

d. the atom had to be neutrally charged electrically. .

h) alpha particles sometimes back scattered. RUntd~{tf'f ~'.erlI"'sJr

"r:' All of the above were reasons for abandoning the Thomson model.

87. When light is incident on a metallic surface, the emitted electrons
a. are called photons. )t
~ have arbitrarily high energies}t .
(' .have a maximum energy that depends on the intensity of dIe light. X ~&~r-;;:; , ~ rl ~

--~ Are referred to as cathode rays)( --L-I- ...A All of the above ' .-, ...

~ None of the above.
,

88. Rutherford's model predicted that atoms should be unstable (b~dadse the electrons should spiral into
the nucleus) in very short time periods. What caused this instability in Rutherford's model?

a. The positive charge in the nucleus was too strong for the electrons to remain in distant. .L.
orbits. ."'.r, , ('I. p~

b. The attractive force between the positive nucleus and the negative electrons would.~ul~/..l..
them together. All,.. .'." &F r~

l"C1 An accelerating, such as one in uniform circular motion, charge must radiate energy. V"'
-r: Circular orbits are unstable for an attractive inverse square force. #/IrTUI!'

e. All of the above.
f. None of the above.

89 .A clean surface of potassium metal will emit electrons when exposed to blue light. If the
intensity of the blue light is increased, the of the ejected electrons will also increase.

a. maximum kinetic energy kD! PIN &0"'",. ~~~ AJ r~- .-~--- .
0 number y8'S ---~ Ic. average speed .."1 ~

d. average kinetic energy A4!
e. All of the above quantities increase with intensity .)(
f. None of the above completions yields a true statement. "

90. Which of the following is NOT a feature of the Bohr morf the atom?

a. an quantized electron angular mo~tum

b. electrons in planetary-lik~rbits

c. quantized energy levels

d. accelerating electrons that do not radiate e. photons emitted when electrons jump from one orbit to another .tI"'

CD All of the above are features of the Bohr model.

g. None of the features (a) through (e) is a feature of the Bohr model.
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91. Which of the following is NOT considered to be a success ofBohr's theory of the atom?
a. Obtaining the numerical values for the spectral lines in hydrogen. ~...g
b. Explaining why there the same line frequencies occur in emission spectra as in

absorption spectra. h--s.r
c. Explaining why the frequency distributions in emission spectra are discrete rather

than continuous. ~"'
d. Providing the general qualitative features of the periodic table. II

/';:\ All r5f the above are considered successes of the Bohr theory.
'-r" None of the items (a) through (d) is considered to be a success of the Bohr model.

92. A clean surface of metal will emit electrons when exposed to light. If the color of the light is
changed from red to blue without changing the intensity, the of the ejected
electrons will also increase.

a. mass
b. number. ...u- ~ 11. '-It'

(';:) Maximum kinetic energy" ,.;.." ~ lI4.e J.IAI ~~ ~~ T' ~ .

y charge
e. All of the quantities listed above will increase with the color change.
e None of the quantities (a) through (d)above will increase with the change in color.

93. Bohr gave the following argument why the electron in the hydrogen atdm existing only in certain
discrete energy levels

a. This agrees with Newtonian mechanics.
b. This agrees with Maxwell's equations.
c. This was implied by the Rutherford atom -, ' ,
d. All of the above were cited. .) r

0 None of the above, Bohr simply postulated it, offering no supporting rationale,
except that it explained the Hydrogen spectra. f

94. Two hydrogen atoms have electrons in the n = 3 energy level. One of the electrons jumps to the
n = 2 level, while the other jumps to the n = I level. Which property is the same for the two
photons that are emitted~ I "...r..

r::'\ velocity y IJ1I p~""" --.l.M £--L .'..~1 = (.

y frequency)(
c. energy}(
d. color )(
e. wave length ~
f. All of the above properties are the same for the two photons.

~ ~ None of the properties (a) through (e) above is the same for the two photons..

~
L .


